NOTES:

1. USE TWO STRANDED INSULATED TRACK WIRES INSTALLED WITH RED WIRE ATTACHED FROM OPPOSITE SIDES
2. FOULING WIRES SHALL BE INSTALLED ON SIDE OF ADJACENT TIES
3. FOULING WIRES SHALL BE MAINTAINED FREE OF SPINES AND BE EXPOSED FOR VISUAL INSPECTION
4. AVOID PLACING FOULING WIRES WHERE THEY MAY COME IN CONTACT WITH RAIL ANCHORS
5. LONG STRAND FOR FOULING WIRES SHALL BE 3/8" SINGLE STRAND WITH 1/8" BLACK PVC INSULATION
6. STRAPS TO BE USED ON CONCRETE TIES, USE INSULATED WIRE CLAMPS, AS SHOWN IN DETAIL. ON WOOD TIES - STRAPS SHALL BE CLOSELY SPACED.

CONCRETE TIE STRAP